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Library renovations complete
University hosts ribbon cutting and open house
Rita Offutt
Staff

Rita Offutt
The first floor of the Connelly Library was renovated over the past few months. The University held a ribbon cutting ceremony
and open house on April 4.

Spring has begun to take
hold of La Salle’s campus.
As the weather slowly
warms,
students
have
noticed novelties on both
the interior and exterior of
campus. While students shed
their heavy winter coats, the
library’s makeshift entrance,
at one point nicknamed the
Tunnel of Love due to the
Valentine’s Day décor, has
been taken down to reveal
a new floorplan on the first
level of the Connelly Library.
As cherry blossoms begin to
bloom, the library has seen
an influx of new, modern
furniture
and
amenities
designed to enhance the La
Salle student experience.
With the spring increase in
prospective student tours
and May finals just a few
weeks away, the completion
of the library renovation
is a necessary and exciting
change on campus. The first
floor of the Connelly Library
is once again ready to be
the hub of student learning,
writing and research with
its grand re-opening on
Thursday, April 4, 2019
On April 3, the Explorer

Masque show to open
this weekend

See LIBRARY Page 3

INDEX

Jacob Garwood
Editor
The spring production of
La Salle’s theater group,
the Masque, premieres
this Friday, April 5. VP of
Publicity for the Masque,
Mark Bisicchia said, “Since
La Salle doesn’t have a
theater program we get a
variety of different majors.”
Preparations have been
underway since January,
Bisicchia said, “To prepare
for production we have
to purchase hundreds of
dollars of wood and tools
Mark Bisicchia
to create the set, which is
completely made by Masque The Masque, La Salle’s theatre group, will open their production of “Rumors” on Friday night.
members volunteering their
time to help. We also have hundreds of hours of working on the production, alumnus
himself;
he
members helping with manpower.”
the Masque hires a director graduated in 1997 and this
costumes, props and sound
The show is produced by from outside the university. is his first time directing a
and lighting design. Even Nicholas Skiles, who is also The director for “Rumors” Masque production.		
though the set isn’t super the Masque’s president. is Jared Delaney. Delaney garwoodj2@student.lasalle.edu
elaborate, it still requires Joining the team of students is a La Salle and Masque
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Community received an
email from Sarah Clark,
the Dean and University
Librarian, inviting everyone
to attend the celebratory open
house at noon on Thursday,
April 4, where there will be
a ribbon cutting and light
refreshments.
After the open house,
students will be able to
take advantage of all of the
library’s new assets, such as
updated WiFi throughout the
entire building. There is now
a centralized library services
desk for assistance with
research or library support
and a curated collection
of new books, including
recreational reading and
high-demand
reference
materials.
These resources will be
surrounded by comfortable
study and lounge areas for
students, faculty and staff.
For collaboration and group
work, the first floor will
also feature more than a
dozen group study rooms
with improved lighting,
furnishings, technology and
whiteboards.
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Academic success linked to
fulfillment of basic needs
Renee Olivett
Staff
On Wednesday, March 20,
Serita Reels, of University
Ministry, Service and Support
and Karen McFadden, of the
Academic Discovery Program,
presented
an
Explorer
Café entitled “Hungry for
Knowledge and Dinner: How
is Academic Success Linked to
Basic Needs?”
The Café focused on the
challenges of paying for a
college education while also
paying for one’s basic needs.
From 1994 to 2014, tuition
fees at universities across the
country have risen 110 percent.
As a result, students are having
a harder time finding the
money to cover not only their
tuition costs but also the costs
of basic needs like housing
and food. They also noted
that while attending college
used to be seen as a luxury, it
has become a necessity as it is
more difficult to find a good
job without a college degree.
They then introduced

three types of basic needs
insecurity:
homelessness,
housing insecurity and food
insecurity. Homelessness is
when someone does not have
a home, an insecurity that
affects 9 percent of college
students. Housing insecurity
is when someone has a home
but has trouble paying rent
and may not have all of the
amenities a normal home
should have, something that
affects 36 percent of college
students.
Finally, food insecurity is
when someone is unsure of
where their next will come
from or does not have access
to nutritious foods, something
that also affects 36 percent
of college students. They
encouraged the audience to
think of how these insecurities
hurt college students, asking
them to imagine what it may
be like to have to deal with
these struggles on top of the
normal struggles college
students face. One presenter
noted that she has worked

with students who struggle to
pay for SEPTA passes and are
late for class as a result, which
directly affects their academic
performance.
They noted that there are
some resources available on
campus for students struggling
with
these
insecurities,
including the food pantry
and the various counseling
services. Following this, they
introduced an activity where
audience members were asked
to split into small groups and
discuss how these insecurities
may affect students of different
backgrounds. One group, for
example, discussed what it
may be like to have a child and
attend school. The discussion
then turned into a conversation
on what resources La Salle
should add in order to better
serve students with these
insecurities.
One participant suggested
there be a fund for emergency
housing that could assist
students who suddenly find
themselves with nowhere to

The Daily Illini
Food insecurity is a national problem that disproportionately impacts college students.

live. Someone else suggested
that the university provide
information about shelters in
the area. Although, another
participant challenged that
these shelters are often difficult

La Salle student receives
competitive scholarship
to study in Russia
Elizabeth McLaughlin
Staff

Bianca
Abbate,
a
sophomore
international
relations major with a minor
in leadership and global
understanding, is the recipient
of a U.S. Department of State
Critical Language Scholarship
(CLS) to study Russian. The
scholarship is awarded to
students who show a keen
interest in studying languages
related to national security and
economic prosperity.
Victoria Ketz, the chair
of the Department of Global
Languages, Literature, and
Perspectives stated, “The
department is overjoyed that
Bianca received the Critical
Language Scholarship. [The
faculty] cannot think of a
more deserving student.”
The scholarship entails an
intensive overseas language
and cultural immersion
program designed to promote
rapid language growth.
This summer, Abbate

will spend two months in
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
at the Lobachevsky State
University, the national
research institute of Russia.
Mark Thomas, a professor
in the Central and East
European Studies Program,
shared that “the CLS to
Nizhny Novgorod is a great
opportunity to experience
Russia as it is today; to
be immersed in Russian
culture and history. Russia
has so much to offer in
terms of historical sites and
cultural venues. Russians are
extremely warm, inviting and
generous, once they get to
know and trust somebody.”
Abbate
has
devoted
countless hours to studying
multiple languages including
Russian and Italian and she
will soon add German to
the list. Despite being an
international relations major,
she frequents the offices
of Department of Global
Languages, Literature, and

For more visit our website

clubs.lasalle.edu/collegian/

Perspectives at La Salle and
constantly looks for ways
to get involved. Her passion
for the Russian language
prompted her to start the
Russian Conversational Club.
Abbate is a frequent advocate
for foreign languages, she
served on the planning
committee for the inaugural
foreign language week. While
Abbate has always loved
learning foreign languages,
her main academic interest is
Russia and Eastern Europe.
She is currently deepening her
understanding of these topics
through Thomas’s graduate
course on central and eastern
European
democracies.
Abbate has also served as
a member of the executive
boards for both the La Salle
Mock Trial Team and the
Honors Council. On top of
her extensive coursework
and extracurricular activities,
she is currently an intern at
the District Attorney’s Office
of Philadelphia where she

exercises her passion for law
and government.
The CLS is not just for
students wishing to pursue
Russian studies. There are
15 languages in total that
are designated as critical
national
security
and
economic prosperity. While
Abbate was required to
have two years of Russian
study to be eligible for her
scholarship, nine of the
15 languages require no
previous study to apply.
Any La Salle student who
is interested in applying can
find a network of support and
resources through Vincent
Kling, a La Salle professor
who teaches courses in
French,
German
and
literature. The scholarship
applications open every
fall, but the applying for the
CLS requires much time and
thought, and so applicants
are generally encouraged to
begin their process early.

places for students to live.
Students are encouraged
to take advantage of the
resources available on campus
including the food pantry in
the basement of College Hall,

the Canvas site that notifies
students when free food is
available on campus and the
counseling services which can
be reached at 215-951-1355.
olivettr1@student.lasalle.edu

Critical Languages
No previous study required for these CLS
1. Azerbaijani
2. Bangla
3. Hindi
4. Indonesian
5. Korean
6. Punjabi
7. Swahili
8. Turkish
9. Urdu
One year of study required for these CLS
1. Arabic
2. Persian
3. Portuguese
Two years of study required for these CLS
1. Chinese
2. Japanese
3. Russian

mclaughline7@student.lasalle.edu

Want to see your ad in the newspaper?
Email Jon Mains, our business manager:

mainsj1@student.lasalle.edu
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Connelly Learning Commons opening
following months of renovation
From Front
Networked
print
and
copy stations will allow
both computers and wireless
devices to print in black and
white and color. Finally, a
library classroom, equipped
with 28 laptops and a
smartboard-style
projector,
will be utilized for information
literacy instruction and events.
Kimmel
Bogrette,
a
construction and architecture
firm located in Blue Bell,
Pennsylvania,
designed
the modern blue-and-gold
aesthetic on the first floor.
Kimmel Bogrette also
designed Founder’s Hall
(which is featured on the
company website) and
is working with La Salle
University on the Campus
Master Plan.
According to Clark, “The
whole library team is thrilled
with the final result.” The
technological
strength,
comfortable atmosphere and
collaborative focus of the
new Learning Commons will
helps students effectively
engage with information.
Clark believes these updates
will “enable the Learning
Commons
at
Connelly
Library to truly become a
hub for all academic life at
La Salle.”
Many students, though
disgruntled
about
the
project’s long-term nature,
are excited about the
new Learning Commons.
Josh Hagerty, a freshman
accounting major said,
“It’s truly a spectacle. Not
only will [the renovation]
aid current students, but
it should convince others
to come to our campus.”
Kriztina
Espinosa,
a
freshman nursing major,
stated, “The new aesthetic
is very inviting and it is
definitely aimed at academic
collaboration.”
La Salle allotted a $3
million budget to the firstfloor library renovations.
Chief of Staff to University

President and Executive
Director of Government
and Community Affairs
Joseph Meade explained,
“Initially the University
dedicated $2 million to
fund
the
renovations.
In September 2018, the
University learned that
it had been approved for
a $1 million grant from
the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania to further
support the project.” The
project is on-time for
completion and on-budget,
meeting the $3 million
target. Meade commends
the leadership of the
Facilities Department for
their timely delivery and
budget management.
The
first
floor
renovation, which began
over winter break, is only
the first half of Connelly
Library project. According
to Clark, “This summer,
La Salle will be renovating
the lower level to provide a
new 50-seat computer lab,
added study and lounge
space, expanded room for
our University Archives,
refreshed carpet, paint,
furnishings and more.” All
of the work in the lowerlevel is expected to be
complete before the start
of the fall semester. There
are no immediate plans
to renovate the second or
third floors of the library.
Clark is very pleased
with the progress, and
acknowledges that these
changes
have
been
straining on the campus.
She said, “The whole
library team would like to
thank students, faculty, and
staff for their understanding
and patience during a
sometimes
inconvenient
and challenging renovation
process. These physical
changes are just the
beginning
of
other
initiatives at the Connelly
Library.”
offuttr1@student.lasalle.edu

The decor is blue and gold themed and weaves Explorer pride into the Connelly Library.

The new library services desk combines the old circulation and reference desks into one central hub.

Rita Offutt

Rita Offutt

La Salle Public Safety
Weekly Report
Tuesday, March 26
12:47 p.m.
Public safety received a report of vandalism that
occured at the La Salle Apartments.

Thursday, March 28
12:30 p.m.
An individual was found trespassing in the Lawrence
Administration building for multiple hours.

8:46 p.m.
A stove top fire broke out in one of the St. Miguel
Court Townhouses. Public Safety responded, but the
fire was extinguished prior to their arrival. No one was
injured.

Friday, March 29
8:45 a.m.
Public safety received a report of vandalism that
occured at St. Katherine Hall.

Monday, April 1
8:20 p.m.
A La Salle student was approached on Wister St.,
near Founder’s Hall by a person who attempted to take
the student’s bag. Nothing was taken and no injuries
were reported.
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Literature Circle’s Open Mic
Night showcases student talents
Mark Bisicchia
Editor

On Friday, March 29, the
Literature Circle hosted
an open mic night that
featured a variety of La
Salle students who came
together to share pieces of
poetry, prose and music.
“The idea for an Open
Mic was more handed
down to me than an
original thought,” says
senior English major Will
Costello, the current head
of the Literary Circle. “The
Grimoire put on open mics
before, or at least they had
them scheduled, and in
the Literary Circle’s first
semester of operation,
spring 2018, we had an
Open Mic at Treetops that
only myself and the club’s
founder, Nina Kenney,
performed at — reading
poetry — as well as some
employees at Treetops, who
sang some impassioned
karaoke.”
However, despite its
humble beginnings, the
open mic nights did
eventually start to gain
attention, “when Nina went
to study abroad for the
Fall 2018, I took the club’s
reigns and subsequently

the Open Mic planning,
which I decided to take a
little more seriously. For
one, I actually put up flyers
a month beforehand, and I
tried to solicit more than
just poetry acts outside of
the club, such as comedy
and musical acts, and
make it more akin to an
actual Open Mic Night,”
continues Costello.
One such comedy act
came from La Salle’s
improv team, Improv 101.
The team performed several
improv games in front of
the open-mic crowd, and
served as an opener for the
rest of the night. “Opening
the open mic night was so
fun. We got to open up for
some really talented folks
in a setting that is very
different from the one we
usually perform in. It was a
fun challenge,” says senior
improv member Isobel
McCreavy.
McCreavy also read
a piece of poetry during
the event. “The open mic
night is a great opportunity
for students to show what
they’ve been working on.
La Salle is full of creative
students and so it was
really cool to see that and
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get to read a poem myself,”
continues McCreavy.
When designing the
event,
Costello
took
inspiration from various
types of events he attended
in the Philadelphia area. “I
got my primary inspiration
from basement shows put
on by Philly’s DIY punk
scene. I had gone to a few
in and around Temple and
University City. This is
reflected in the flyers I
put out that first semester,
which had a sort of holein-the-wall aesthetic and
featured indie rock legend
Robert Pollard of Guided
by Voices. Whether I
actually achieved that
outside of the flyers is
up for debate though.”
Regardless, the heart of the
event was to give students
a chance to express
themselves, in general, I
just wanted to give students
like myself a chance to
perform their art in a public
venue,” says Costello.
“There
is
something
distinct from performing
your work in front of a
crowd—no matter how
small—and putting it out
in a magazine or bringing
it in for a workshop,

which is apparent in the
nervous energy before the
show or on display when
performing, that I at least
experienced.”
In total, the event
showcased
13
performances,
including
three pieces of original
poetry.
According
to
Costello, “My favorite
moments during the Open
Mic are the unscripted
ones, which both years
have been facilitated by
Ryan Devlin. Last year,
he emailed me before the
deadline about performing
a cover or “Shimmer” by
Moose Blood and came
in on the day of the Open
Mic — in business casual
clothing with his acoustic
in hand like he had just
come from his 9 to 5 to do
a round of the clubs — as
I was asking where he was
for his spot in the lineup.
This year, he emailed me
after the deadline with no
description of his act and
came in with an electric
guitar and amp to perform
an improvised song and a
cover of Michael Poggioli’s
“Wishbone.”
Overall, the event was
successful in providing La

Open Mic Night was held on March 29.

Salle students with a chance
to share their original works
or interpretation of classics.
Costello hopes the tradition
keeps going after he
graduates. Costello himself
plans to continue writing,
“After graduation, I am
going through La Salle’s

Will Costello

graduate education program
to become a high school
English teacher,” Costello
says. “And sometime after
that — when I am more
settled — I would like to
pursue an MFA in creative
writing.”
bisicchiam2@student.lasalle.edu
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Round two of healthcare debate begins
unexpectedly and divides partisans
Thomas Cahalan
Editor

Healthcare has reemerged
as a major political debate
in the U.S. following
President Trump’s call to
establish a new healthcare
plan, which hypothetically
would
replace
the
Affordable Care Act.
Republicans have been
considered by observers on
Capitol Hill to be silent on
the issue. Observers have
noted this is possibly due
to the potential political
damage that could arise
from trying to replace the
Affordable Care Act.
As of this moment,
there have been no moves
by the GOP to propose a
new healthcare proposal.
Senate Republicans have
stated the White House is
responsible for the first
move on putting forward
a proposal to replace the
current healthcare system.
However,
administration
officials in the White
House have said no plan is
currently in the process of
being discussed.
According
to
aids,
Senate Majority leader
Mitch
McConnell
(RKy.) does not intend to be
heavily involved into the
issue, even though Trump

has revived his campaign
promise from the 2016
election to eliminate former
President Barack Obama’s
healthcare law.
This is also the attitude
shared by Senate Finance
Committee
Chairman
Charles E. Grassley (RIowa), whose panel is
considered to be a central
player in any future
healthcare debate.
“Obamacare
is
something that’s not going
to be replaced unless the
courts would declare it
unconstitutional,” Grassley
said. “You won’t know that
for a long time.”
When Grassley was
asked whether the two
Senate
committees
in
charge
of
overseeing
healthcare
policy
are
currently planning to create
a replacement proposal for
the Affordable Care Act
(ACA), Grassley had a one
word answer: “No.”
What initially caused
the healthcare debate to
be reignited was Trump’s
surprise
decision
last
week to direct the Justice
Department to become
involved in a federal-court
case trying to eliminate the
ACA completely based on
constitutional grounds.
Currently, the outcome

of the federal-case is
considered by legal experts
from both sides of the issue
to be far from reaching a
decision. Meanwhile, the
Trump
administration’s
decision to move the
issue in court has made
Republicans anxious over
potential political fallout
and Democrats eager to use
the move as an advantage
in the general 2020 election
cycle.
Republicans have largely
become wary over the
prospect of a dragged out
healthcare debate given
that Democrats were able
to take control of the House
after last year’s midterm
elections, which was partly
due to their stance on
preserving and expanding
health-care programs in
place by the ACA.
As
a
party,
the
Republicans have attempted
to eliminate the ACA for
over a decade but has been
unsuccessful in doing so. In
a tweet around 1 p.m. last
Tuesday, Trump declared
“the Republican party of
healthcare!”
This tweet was how
McConnell learned about
Trump’s goal to propose
new healthcare legislation.
During
phone
conversations with senators

and discussions with White
House officials, Trump has
stated he believes healthcare
to be a priority for his
administration.
Before
traveling to a political rally
in Grand Rapids, Mich., last
Thursday he had asked three
GOP senators considered to
have healthcare expertise to
piece together legislation
for an ACA replacement.
Sen. John Barrasso (Wy),
Sen. Bill Cassidy (La) and
Sen. Rick Scott (Fl) are
the three GOP senators he
asked to begin drafting a
replacement proposal.
Barrasso, who’s the
number three in terms of
leadership in the Senate,
has come up drafted
legislation
that
would
create and emphasis shortterm, limited duration
health insurance plans that
have apparently caught
the attention of officials in
the White House. Cassidy,
is also a physician, was a
leading author of 2017 GOP
healthcare legislation that
would have transformed
money for Medicaid and
ACA subsidies into block
grants for states, which
would allow states to use
the block grants for any
healthcare system to their
liking.
Trump
has
praised

Barrasso as someone who
needs to be in the GOP’s
push on healthcare, while
also expressing interest
in the block grant bill
developed
by
Cassidy
and Sen. Lindsey Graham
(R-S.C).
Sen. Scott focused his
attention on efforts to target
prescription drugs and is
considered to be close to
introducing legislation to
address the issue.
“Look, I’m going to try
to get something done,”
Scott said. “But I think
it accelerates everything
if the White House had a
plan.”
In terms of the current
state of Congress, many
experts point out there is
little to no indication that
any healthcare legislation
could materialize or even
advance in Congress.
According to an analysis
by the Urban Institute, an
economic and social policy
think-tank, roughly 20
million Americans stand to
lose healthcare coverage
if the ACA was to be
overturned. Tens of millions
more Americans who have
workplace plans could
be affected as well, since
employers would gain the
ability to scale back certain
medical benefits and people

with preexisting conditions
who bought coverage on
their own would no longer
have guaranteed access to
coverage with no extra cost.
“They’re trying to take
away healthcare coverage
from tens of millions
of people, to take away
protections for people
who have
preexisting
conditions, to take away
protections so that people
don’t get cheated by their
insurance
companies,”
Sen. Elizabeth Warren
(D-Mass.) told reporters
Friday while campaigning
in Marshalltown, Iowa.
Republicans
disagree.
“A lot of the squeamish
Republicans will say they
[Democrats] campaigned
on this, and it’s a losing
issue,” Marc Short, chief of
staff to the vice president
said. “But in 2018, they
basically
campaigned
without
Republicans
putting forth an alternative.
We should welcome a
debate about whether more
freedom, more choices
lowers costs relative to
Democrats’ march toward
socialism.”
cahalant1@student.lasalle.edu

Trump threatens to close U.S.-Mexico border
Thomas Cahalan
Editor
Within the next couple
of days, President Trump
could potentially reach a
decision over whether or
not to close the U.S. border
with Mexico.
National
Economic
Council Director Larry
Kudlow
mentioned
this signals discussions
surrounding the border are
in advanced stages, which
have top aides waiting for
an executive decision.
“The president will give
us his views today or as
days go by,” Kudlow told
reporters at a breakfast
event hosted by the
Christian Science Monitor.
Last
week,
Trump
escalated threats to either
completely or partially
close the U.S. border with
Mexico to address an influx
of families and migrants
attempting to enter the
United States.
Kudlow, as well as other
White House advisors have
discussed possible methods
to reduce the expected
economic damage that
could arise from such a
decision, which has caused
anxiety
among
White
House advisors over how

severely the United States
could be affected.
“The president has not
made any decision yet, as
you know – at least I’m not
aware that he has,” Kudlow
said.
Approximately $1 billion
in goods flows across the
U.S. border with Mexico
each day. A lot of U.S.
companies also depend on
receiving materials and
agricultural products from
Mexico for their domestic
businesses.
While passenger vehicles
and pedestrians would
be stopped at the border,
White House officials
are discussing a possible
scenario where trucks and
trains would be able to
continue to move across
the border. However, this
proposed policy would
not stop economic fallout,
according
to
Kudlow.
Kudlow mentioned how
many workers and tourists
cross the border each day,
which means the impact
would be felt sooner rather
than later.
“Anything we could do
to ameliorate the economic
story is being looked at
very carefully,” Kudlow
said.
Talks between Kudlow
and
officials
in
the

Department of Homeland
Security have also been
happening.
Discussions
have mainly focused on
possible solutions to aid
commercial trade in the
event Trump does decide
to close off the U.S. border
with Mexico.
“We’re very integrated
with
the
Mexican
economy,” Kudlow said.
As of right now, Trump
has stated he’s pleased
with recent steps taken
by Mexico to address the
surge of Central American
migrants trying to enter the
U.S. He’s renewed calls for
Congress to enact changes
he argues would solve the
problem.
“Let’s see if they keep
it done,” Trump said of
Mexico. “Now, if they
don’t, or if we don’t make
a deal with Congress, the
border’s going to be closed,
100 percent.”
Trump also mentioned
he might only close “large
sections of the border” and
“not all of it.” He stated his
seemingly tough stance on
the issue was “the only way
we’re getting a response.”
Homeland
Security
Secretary Kirstjen Nielson
held an emergency call
yesterday with Cabinet
members
and
White

House officials to discuss
the current situation at
the U.S. Mexico Border.
Nielson
was
in
the
process of implementing
an emergency operations
center and named U.S.
Border
Patrol
official
Manny
Padilla
as
the
operational
crisis
coordinator in charge of
managing the response
from within the various
immigration agencies at the
Department of Homeland
Security. Padilla has 30
years of experience with
the Border Patrol and was
recently the head official
of the Rio Grande Valley

Sector in Texas.
Arrests
along
the
southern
border
with
Mexico have skyrocketed
in recent months and border
agents
made
100,000
arrests or denials of entry
in March, a 12-year high.
Half of those arrested or
denied entry have been
families with children.
Currently,
Southern
border
facilities
are
reaching a breaking point.
In an attempt to ease
the breaking point, U.S.
officials have been busing
migrants hundreds of miles
inland and subsequently
dropping them off at

churches and bus stations.
Trump has vowed to end
this practice, which he
describes as a “catch
and
release”
practice
but overwhelmed U.S.
authorities claimed they
had no choice.
U.S.
officials
were
hoping to have at least 300
asylum seekers returned to
Mexico per day by the end
of the week near Calexico
and El Paso in Texas and
San Ysidro, California.
However, only 60 a day
have been able to be
returned.
cahalant1@student.lasalle.edu

Children playing at a recently built section of the U.S.-Mexico Border Wall.
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U.S. needs to enact stricter gun laws
In the wake of tragedy, Pittsburgh makes key legislative changes; the
rest of the country should follow in its footsteps
Christian Camacho
Staff
Strict gun laws have
been the main topic of
many political campaigns
throughout this upcoming
election. There has been an
increase in mass shootings
in the United States and
there seems to be no change
in any gun control laws.
There are many different
opinions as to why there
hasn’t been any change in
gun laws. One theory is
that many United States
government
officials
receive campaign funds
from the National Rifle
Association
(NRA).
However, there seems to
be a change that could be

coming soon for gun laws
in the U.S. Just last month,
New Zealand experienced
the worst massacre in its
history, and not even a week
later, the Prime Minister
of New Zealand, Jacinda
Ardern, proposed a gun ban
within the country.
Last October, Pittsburgh
experienced
its
worst
massacre and the worst
mass shooting towards
Jewish people in the United
States. Eleven people were
killed at the Tree of Life
synagogue,
and
seven
of them were wounded.
Pittsburgh has just approved
gun law restrictions that
will take place as soon as
Mayor Bill Peduto signs the
bill. The Democrat majority

city council voted 6-3 to
implement a ban on the use
of guns within Pittsburgh.
Councilman
Corey
O’Connor said, “People
are starting to change their
mind and be more open to
some sort of gun control.”
The legislation will restrict
military assault weapons,
like the AR-15. There will
also be a ban on armor
piercing ammunition and
high-capacity
magazines
and an implementation of
seizures will be enacted
once this bill is passed.
Those seizures will occur
to gun holders who are
determined to be a danger
to themselves or to others.
After the 6-3 vote occured,
there was both booing and

clapping throughout the
council room.
There
have
been
arguments from both sides
on this bill being passed.
Some allege that the city
council is “abusing” their
use of power and that they
are instilling fear in people,
most of whom own guns.
Dennis Jordan, who is a
gun collector in Pittsburgh
has said, “My guns are not
hurting anybody...You just
want to control people.”
It seems that Jordan is
speaking just for himself
and his gun rights. I would
like to question Jordan
on what his views would
be if guns were provided
to people with mental
illnesses, such as those who

would have their weapons
temporarily seized, as it
said in the legislation. This
was not the final version of
the law. This law was pretty
much watered down with
respect to the Pennsylvania
State Constitution, which
says that there cannot be
any municipalities that can
regulate any type of ban
on gun laws. There was a
bill proposed to the city
council to absolutely ban
assault weapons, but it has
been altered with and now
measures to ban the use of
assault weapons in public
places.
However, if the state
lawmakers and the state
Supreme Court decides
to give municipalities the

right to regulate gun laws,
then there could be a bill
that completely bans assault
weapons.
However, that is highly
unlikely due to a majority
of state legislators being
fiercely protective of gun
rights. This bill was just
enacted on April 3, 2019.
It will be very interesting
to see what type of
lawsuits the city council
of Pittsburgh will face, and
also to see how other cities
within the United States,
can learn from Pittsburgh
and enact their own type
of gun laws to prevent the
ridiculous number of mass
murders from continuing in
the United States.
camachoc2@student.lasalle.edu

Why you should invest How to deal with the
in a Roth IRA
end-of-semester blues
Elizabeth McLaughlin
Staff

Thomas Cahalan
Editor

If you invested $1,000 in
a Roth IRA at the age of 21
and invested $5,000 per year,
each year until you retire
at age 65, your investment
would be worth $1,443,375.
Granted, there are many
different factors that go into
calculating that number: your
annual contribution, age of
retirement, the expected rate
of return, marginal tax rate,
and more. Regardless, it is
clear that this investment is
lucrative. What many people
do not know about investing
is that it does not have to be a
risky endeavor. The volatility
of penny stocks, for example,
indicates that you might end
up a big winner – or worse, a
big loser. But there are plenty
of investment portfolios that
have low volatility and high
reward. The key to making
these investments is time. Say
you invested that same amount
of money, and had the same
annual contribution of $5,000,
but at the age of 25 instead of
21. Other things considered,
your
investment
would
drop from $1,443,375 to
$1,083,022. That’s a difference
of $360,353. Sure, you’re still
yielding over a million dollars
– and at that point $360k
might even be chump change
– but it is a large difference
nonetheless. That’s why
when it comes to investing in
retirement plans, the sooner,
the better. And at our age, we
are about to enter a relatively
promising workforce – so it’s
not only fiscally responsible
but also undoubtedly beneficial
to invest now. Besides being a

It’s that time of the year
again. Papers are coming up,
exams become a reality again,
gray hairs are forming, plus
sanity doesn’t exist anymore.
Welcome to the end of the
semester.
In all honesty, one should
thank the awe-inspiring
universe for creating the
concept of time. Now, that’s
not to say one shouldn’t be
grateful for getting to continue
their education. Even though
colleges are arguably run
more like financial companies
than academic institutions, it’s
still a privilege, right?
While that question will be
debated for the next couple
of decades, let’s get back
to business. The end of the
semester is always a weird
scenario. For freshmen,
the end of the year is an
accomplishment, since well it
means you made it.
In the case of sophomores,
it means you should enjoy
the innocent time you have
left, because life will become
really fast-paced. As for
juniors like myself, it means
there’s only one more year to
go before you’re free to go out
into the world and to fight the
ultimate battle against your
student loan providers. For
seniors, well, good luck.
An entire year can never
be perfect. Some moments
will be good; other moments
might make you wonder what
it would’ve been like to go to
trade school instead — just
kidding, but not really.
Still, the end of the year
always forces an individual to

AARP

Navigating Roth IRAs can be challenging for the average
individual.

vastly underutilized retirement
savings
and
investment
vehicle, a Roth IRA is funded
by after-tax contributions and
invested into an investment of
your choice, whether that be
stocks, bonds or mutual funds
(Forbes). Roth IRAs offer tax
benefits, ease of use, and, as
if this weren’t clear enough,
lucrative retirement income
benefits.
Those investments that you
make after tax in stocks, bonds
or mutual funds grow in value
independent of taxes. This is the
main characteristic that makes
Roth different than traditional
IRAs. However, there are
some requirements you must
meet before claiming tax-free
returns, such as a minimum
investment period. Secondly,
the Roth IRA is better than
the traditional IRA because it
provides easy access to funds.
Perhaps this is best illustrated
through an example: “if you
put $5,000 dollars into a Roth
IRA, invest it in stocks, and

the value grows to $10,000,
you can still withdraw your
initial investment of $5,000
at any time without paying
income taxes or penalties”
(Forbes). This is not the case
of a 401(k) or traditional
IRA. This benefit of liquidity
and flexibility is attractive to
demographic to which Roth
IRAs appeal: middle-class
families with smart business
sense. Finally, the lucrative
retirement income benefits
are yet another reason why
you should invest in a Roth
IRA. The numbers speak for
themselves. If you saved the
initial $1,000 and additional
$5,000 per year between the
ages of 21 and 65, you would
have $216,000. Compared
to almost $1.5 million, that
number is laughable. You
could multiply your money by
a little more than 6 times, all
with some prudent investment
strategies.
mclaughline7@student.lasalle.edu

reflect on what was achieved
and what was not. This
reflection is that much more
true for transfer students.
Transferring can be a big
decision. It goes back to an
early American philosophy,
which basically embraces
the frontier and moves
somewhere else.
La Salle isn’t perfect and
there have already been
multiple jokes made about
these imperfections, which
are quite clever. However, this
college beats my old one by a
mile.
Out of respect for my
old institution, I won’t say
its name. Basically, my old
institution was in a frozen
tundra between January
through April. It also didn’t
realize that heavily advertising
an online program and
forgetting to mention there
was a campus made it seem
like another University of
Phoenix.
This college, though, is
different. First off, it’s not in
the middle of nowhere, the
professors challenge you from
day one, every day in B&G,
you get to hear the tour guides
emphasize how “there’s
always something different at
B&G,” (couldn’t resist) and
they have a career center that
will actually make the job
preparation a lot easier.
Basically, this all connects
to what a student should
hopefully learn, regardless
of their major or class status:
Be thankful for what you
have. Going to school in a
frozen tundra is not a happy
experience; it’s isolating. It’s
getting too easy for college
students to focus on the things

they don’t have rather than
what they do.
It is comparable to
being a contestant on “The
Apprentice,” a show which
reflected what was a much
simpler time. In life, perfection
does not exist. The concept
has always been nothing but a
great source of fiction.
I realize my status as an
initial outsider may make
it easy for me to have this
perspective. However, this
doesn’t have to be the case.
Contrary to what the Ivy
League tells consumers or
rather rich kids who got their
parents to bribe the admissions
team, college is just what you
make it.
Some may view that as a
negative, but it is not supposed
to be. Possessing this level of
individual power is a sign of
liberation. Naturally, when
one is overwhelmed with
papers, group projects (which
really shouldn’t be a thing
anymore),
presentations,
figuring out how to change
up the B&G cuisine, thinking
about the future or whatever
else, it’s easy to lose sight of
this fact.
“Mind over matter” has a
truth to it. Anyone can go to
a college and say the college
handed them success. Only
the most ambitious among
us can admit college was the
starting point of a much larger
journey to becoming their
ideal version of a successful
person.
To anyone reading this,
figure out for yourself what
sounds like the better path.
In the meantime, work hard
but party harder, responsibly.
cahalant1@student.lasalle.edu
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Let’s ‘just say no’ to no tolerance
drug policies for federal employees
Why the feds should turn a blind eye to marijuana use
Bianca Abbate
Editor
Marijuana is illegal under
federal law. Whether or not
it should be is not the basis of
this article. Rather, one would
argue that, as it does in other
areas, the federal government
should turn a blind eye
to its employees’ external
marijuana use.
On May 26, 1981, the
USS Nimitz, a supercarrier
of the U.S. Navy, crashed,
resulting in the death of 14
people. An autopsy revealed
that several crew members
tested positive for marijuana,
which some attributed to
the cause of the crash. This
event, in conjunction with
other exhibits of rampant drug
abuse in the military, molded
the federal government’s
stance on drug use among
service members and among
citizens at large.
Certainly, curbing drug
use was a high priority of
the Reagan Administration.
In 1986, Reagan issued an
executive order promoting a
drug-free federal workplace.
This executive order, along
with the rhetoric of the Reagan
Administration, set the pace
for this absurd standard. In
1988, the government passed
the Drug Free Workplace Act,
which solidified the law and
set the precedent for federal
organizations
to
strictly
enforce no tolerance drug
policies in the workplace.
Service members do not
use illicit drugs at a high rate,
but these low numbers are not
necessarily good. Because of
the no tolerance drug policies,
service members, when
compared to civilians, report
higher numbers of alcoholism
and prescription drug abuse,
contributing to the opioid
crisis.
In 2012, the Institute of
Medicine (IOM) prepared a
report for the Department of
Defense (DoD) that addressed
the problem of substance
abuse in the military. What
was their solution? It
recommended measures, such
as limiting alcohol access on
military bases (prohibitionist),
better prevention programs
(pointless)
and
limiting
duration of prescriptions
(punitive and potentially
painful). One valid suggestion
it made was to initiate a change
in the culture around drug use
and to remove the stigma.
Of course, different sectors
of the federal government have
different policies. Besides
the military, intelligence
agencies, such as the FBI and
the CIA, demonstrate drug
free workplaces, in which the
continued but also prior use
of illicit drugs is forbidden.

Applicants for the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA)
must not have used illicit
drugs (dictated by federal
law) 12 months prior to the
application process. The
CIA takes it a step further by
promoting the failing “Just
Say No” campaign, proof that
its philosophy on drug use is
entirely outdated and rooted in
the war on drugs. But it doesn’t
take a political scientist to
note that these failed efforts
serve as inspiration for the
CIA’s drug policy. It says
quite explicitly on their
website’s “Kids’ Zone” (hip
name, CIA), “the CIA is a
drug-free workplace and is
proud to be an important part
of the government’s war on
drugs.” Imagine being proud
to have contributed to that
mess. The organization goes
on to say that “the CIA and
other US intelligence agencies
are extremely unlikely to hire
an applicant if he or she has
illegally or improperly used
drugs or alcohol” and that
“these things can end any
chance they have for CIA
employment.” That is the
message the agency delivers
to the future generation.
Even stricter than the CIA’s
policy is that of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation
(FBI). In order to be eligible
for employment with the
FBI, “Candidates cannot
have used marijuana within
the three (3) years preceding
the date of their application
for employment, regardless
of the location of use [even
if marijuana usage is legal
in the candidate’s home
state]. . .A candidate’s use
of marijuana in its various
forms for medical reasons,
regardless of whether or not it
was prescribed by a licensed
practicing physician, cannot
be used as a mitigating factor.”
This policy would imply that
if you smoked weed even once
a year ago, you are better off
not filling out an application.
Even worse, it could have
been perfectly legal in your
state. Even worse, exceptions
are not made for people who
have legally used marijuana
for medicinal purposes. So
much for being an Equal
Opportunity employer.
So you might think that
sacrificing marijuana a few
years before applying will
absolve you of your sins. And,
in the eyes of God, it might,
but the feds are less forgiving.
Demonstrating even moderate
usage of marijuana in your
past can constitute a red flag in
the security clearance process.
Prior drug use is one of the most
prevalent reasons applicants
are rejected from security
clearances needed for federal
government jobs. Many of
these government jobs which

entail dealing with sensitive
information will require a
long screening process. So if
you think you can just check
“no” to the question about
prior drug use and get past an
extensive background check,
a polygraph examination
and drug tests, all the power
to you, but most are not so
lucky. In short, the federal
government does not embrace
former potheads with open
arms.
The exception that comes
to mind is the most interesting
case of former White House
Deputy Chief of Staff for
then President Barack Obama
and vocal former marijuana
user, Alyssa Mastromonaco.
In an article for Vice, titled
“How My Love of Weed
Could have Lost Me My
Job at the White House,”
Mastromonaco details how
she was nearly not able to
obtain a security clearance
because of her continued
and heavy marijuana usage.
Despite being subject to
frequent drug testing, she was
able to continue working at
the White House. She ended
her article by claiming, “The
GOP’s renewed attempts to
hold back the march toward
legalization seem like a
punitive move, one meant to
further alienate millennials
from the political system
and penalize minorities and
lower-income people. I was
very lucky to be able to keep
my job at the White House.
Everyone should get the same
chance that I did.” But, in
truth, most do not, especially
potential employees for the
federal government. And,
while employees for the
federal government may not
enjoy this privilege, even the
President does. As crazy as
it might sound, the Head of
State does not need to hold a
security clearance. By the way,
without any expertise in the
field, I could say that President
Trump’s bankruptcies alone
would likely disqualify him.
Perhaps more relevant to this
argument is supposing in an
alternate universe that former
presidential candidate and
proud marijuana enthusiast,
Gary Johnson, would have
won the election. The
Department of State might
laugh at his attempt to secure
a clearance, almost as hard
as they did to Bill Clinton’s
“didn’t inhale” comment. Is
the fact that a federal employee
is essentially held to a higher
standard of drug abstinence
than the President slightly
frustrating? Yes. However, the
President’s privilege, to me,
is not all bad. It is proof that
the federal government has
discretion and can use their
discretion for good.
These no tolerance policies

could lead to struggle in
recruiting talent for the
military, intelligence agencies,
etc. Currently, these agencies
are grappling with
their
strict drug stances. Today’s
marijuana users aren’t your
Woodstock’s stoners. We
are now seeing increasingly
smart, successful and driven
individuals who not only
have smoked marijuana but
swear by it in their success.
Even Steve Jobs engaged in
illicit drug use, once calling
his experience with LSD one
of the most important things
he had ever done. The FBI
would be so lucky to retain
such genius.
Now, the FBI is recognizing
their
misjudgment
of
marijuana (to a small degree).
In 2014, then Director of the
FBI, James Comey, made
headlines for his comment
that “I have to hire a great
work force to compete with
those cyber criminals and
some of those kids want to
smoke weed on the way to
the interview,” which was met
with criticism by then Senator
Jeff Sessions who claimed in
a senate hearing that Comey’s
[partial] joke was “dismissing
the seriousness of marijuana
use.” In any case, Comey was
onto something. If you want to
keep up with cyber criminals,
put aside your prudish
naivety and read your crowd.
Hackers are hardly angels,
even if their hats are now
white. With a majority of the
American population having
tried marijuana, the federal
government needs to rethink
their policy on drug use.
So what do I expect, that ,
in a perfect world, a bunch of
FBI agents would sit around a
conference table, discussing
the nation’s secrets while
passing around a blunt? Well,
I certainly would not be mad
about it, but I am not calling
for an amendment to the
federal law.
You might be thinking,
“Well, Bianca, that’s just the
law. There’s not much they
can do.” What they can do is
less. The federal government
is awarded discretion and
they have the power to turn a
blind eye in these cases. After
all, we are talking about the
same country that once had an
official policy, literally named,
“don’t ask, don’t tell,” though
it was less than noble.
In a country where federal
employees report higher rates
of opioid and prescription
drug abuse than of marijuana
use, Washington, we have a
problem. It’s time for a change
in these no tolerance drug
policies. Inspired loosely by
the iconic Marie Antoinette, I
end with this: Uncle Sam, let
them eat edibles.
abbateb2@student.lasalle.edu
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Collegian Editorial

La Salle faculty
takes the cake
The Collegian editorial board tends to take on a critical
nature in our weekly editorial. We do not do it out of
spite, but for the desire of change within the University.
However, this week, the Collegian does not have any
grievances with La Salle. As the editorial board – which
is comprised of mostly seniors – reflects on our four
years here as they come to their end, we remember those
who made them so special, particularly the faculty.
This is, of course, due mostly to the wonderful nature
of our faculty members, but also to the University’s
medium size, which allows faculty members to develop
personal relationships and mentorships with their
students.
Oftentimes, larger institutions hold lecture halls
where a professor talks at hundreds of students at a
time. Students only participate in discussions with their
teaching assistants. They pass through the class without
the professor ever remembering – or even asking – their
name. Some students might never show up to class,
and if the professor does not take attendance then their
absence might go unnoticed.
At La Salle, the antithesis is true. Even the largest class
settings, such as in the introductory sciences courses, cap
at 60 students. In those larger courses (which are rare on
this campus), the professor knows every student’s name.
The faculty on our campus play a critical role in ensuring
that no student slips through the cracks.
Furthermore, professors’ involvement at this school
go far beyond the classroom. Behind the scenes, faculty
members serve on committees, engage in planning
schedules and advise students. Some even take on
advisory roles to student organizations (Shout out to Dr.
Michael Boyle, chair of the political science department
and the Collegian’s advisor).
To put it simply, in comparison to other colleges, the
faculty members at La Salle are delightful. Most are
personable and kind. Rather than ridiculing a student for
not doing well, professors here tend to try to target the
source of the problem and aid students.
Faculty members also set forth an example for students
to follow through their activism. From participation in the
faculty senate to memberships in the AAUP and beyond,
professors at La Salle demonstrate the importance of
action and dialogue in order to achieve change.
They nominate their students for awards and
scholarships, send them potential internship and job
opportunities and write them letters of recommendations.
Faculty member also offer personal advice, assist with
research projects and chaperone L.I.V.E trips. The
professors at La Salle University constantly look out for
only the best interests of their students. Time and time
again, they prove their dedication and commitment to
both their students and their profession.
Perhaps we do have one grievance against the
University this week; while the University hires
exceptional teachers, they need to continue hiring
more faculty where needed. Further, La Salle needs to
implement better working conditions in order to maintain
their faculty and combat the high turnover rate which
plagues this University.
Other universities do not match the level of
interpersonal interaction and attention that La Salle
faculty members provide to the student body. Ultimately,
students do not come to La Salle for the hammocks on
the quad or the recently renovated Learning Commons.
Students choose La Salle for its impeccable educators
who guide students through a momentous period in their
lives.

Letters, guest columns and opinion pieces will be considered for
publication provided that they meet with the editorial standards
of The Collegian and fit the allotted space. All letters must be
signed. They can be submitted to abbateb2@student.lasalle.edu.
The Collegian reserves the right to condense or edit submissions.
Weekly editorials reflect the views of the editorial staff and are
not representative of the university or necessarily the views of
the rest of the Collegian’s staff. Columns and cartoons reflect the
views of the respective writers and artists.
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PRSSA helps Explorers navigate
public relations and social media
Cali Arenson
Staff
There
are
many
underrated choices among
the more than 100 campus
activities and groups on
the campus of La Salle
University, such as the
Public Relations Student
Society
of
America
chapter, which is one of
the top in the country.
“In three of the last
four years, the chapter has
gained star chapter status
designations that are given
to only ten percent of 400
chapters nationwide. It
recognizes a chapter that
does a wide variety to
help students, community
and
the
university,”
Michael
Smith,
Chair
and Associate Professor
in
the communication
department at La Salle said.
Dr.
Michael
Smith
has been there since the
very beginning. Smith
has been advising since
1998 when it was known
as the PR Club. The Club
created to help students
gain experience inside and
outside of the classroom.
Eight years later, the PR
club officially became a
PRSSA chapter. Today, the
club continues to work with
students to help further

their success during and
after their college career.
“The
funniest
thing
is that COM students
underestimate
what
a
club like PRSSA can
do for their career,” copresident of PRSSA Rissa
Delpuerto said. “Being a
part of PRSSA allows you
to experience the world of
PR and see if it’s right for
you in the very early stages
of your college career.”
Rissa joined PRSSA in
2016. She says being apart
of a nationally recognized
organization
enabled
her to hone her writing
and
public
speaking.
Even though the PRSSA
organization at La Salle
is a smaller chapter, it has
its benefits. Students can
engage with members on
a personal basis which
allows them to strive to
help each other further
their skills and knowledge
in the public relations field.
“We hold skill-building
workshops and carefully
choose guest speakers
that can provide insight
and career experiences
that can translate to
real-world
success,”
said Zach Raczka, the
co-president
of
the
organization.

Ryan Wall, La Salle
alumnus
and
former
president
of
PRSSA,
doesn’t know where he
would be without PRSSA.
“It’s where I learned how
to give an elevator pitch,
how to plan a campaign
and how to leverage social
media. Most of what I
know about PR, I learned
first from PRSSA or
internships, rather than in
a classroom,” Wall said.
PRSSA at La Salle goes
above and beyond to make
sure their students and even
the community maintain
the resources to step out
into the professional world
to showcase their writing
and interpersonal skills.
“Once a year we put on
a bigger event. So we did a
LinkedIn workshop where
we offered people the
opportunity to take good
headshots. We wanted to
give people an opportunity
for better headshots and
knowledge of how to use
LinkedIn,” Smith said.
The workshops and
networking events have
given students opportunities
to step out of their comfort
zone so they can better
themselves
as
public
relations
professionals.
PRSSA at La Salle does

PRSSA attends conferences and holds events throughout the semester.

not only help students
find out what they may be
passionate about. It also
allows them to find other
students who share the
same passion and most
importantly it will enable
them to blaze their path.
“The club pushed me to
work hard for my goals.
I’ve gotten the chance

to travel for conferences
and
meet
other
PR
professionals in other states
and expand my network. It
gave me a network that I
can reach out to if I need
help,” Del Puerto said.
“I don’t think PRSSA
helped me land my job—I
know it did. During my
interview to intern at

PRSSA La Salle University

Brian
Communications,
an executive popped in to
comment on how well I
coordinated a PRSSA event
that she attended. That
internship turned into a job,
which recently turned into
a promotion,” Wall said.

arensonc1@student.lasalle.edu

A thank you to ENACTUS from
Richard Mshomba
Richard Mshomba
Faculty

I want to express my
sincere
gratitude
to
members of La Salle
University’s
ENACTUS
for their continued support
of the Durning-O’Halloran
Community Library in
Arusha, Tanzania. Last
month, ENACTUS donated
two new laptops to the
library. These laptops will
make a big difference for
the students in Arusha.
La Salle students continue
to impress me with their
dedication to service and
their generosity. Perhaps
I shouldn’t be surprised
because that is the essence
of being Lasallian. In 2014,
ENACTUS raised $12,000,
funds sufficient to complete
the construction of the
library building which
had started in 2008. The
library has been providing
services
since
2016.
The Durning-O’Halloran
library is not your typical
library. Ninety percent
of the nearly 1,500

books currently in the
library are textbooks for
elementary,
secondary,
and high school subjects.
The library just recently
bought 145 children books.
The books are not lent out.
Students in Tanzania
are not provided with
textbooks. Usually, it is
only the teacher who has
a copy of the textbook and
students just take notes.
Only a small percentage of
parents can afford to buy
textbooks for their children.
The library also provides
a well-lit, quiet place to
study and do homework.
The library has electricity
and internet access. The
two laptops donated by
ENACTUS will bring
the number of laptops at
the library to five. These
laptops
help
students
access materials online and
provide more resources to
the librarian who uses them
to teach basic computer
lessons
to
beginners.
In the community where
the library is located,
there are three elementary

schools, three secondary
schools, and one high
school. However, some
students live in the
community and attend other
schools, and they also use
the library. Students who
use the library come from
15 different schools. The
library is free, and it is open
every day from 3-9 p.m.
The number of students
who use the library varies
from day to day, with an
average of 70 students a
day. When students are
preparing for exams (at
the end of the semester or
for national exams), the
number of students can
reach 150. In fact, space
became a problem, since
the library is only slightly
bigger than a typical
classroom size. However,
God works in mysterious
ways. Last fall, Matthew
Hladczuk, a young Explorer
at La Salle College High
School, raised $40,000,
which was more than
enough to double the size of
the library. The expansion
of the library is ongoing

Interested in writing for Features?
Contact bisicchiam2@student.lasalle.edu

ENACTUS donated new laptops to the Durning-O’-Halloran Community Library.

and will be completed
by May of this year.
A final note of appreciation
for the Lasallian spirit
that lives and is passed
on – earlier this year
the
Durning-O’Halloran
library received a generous
donation from the daughter
of an alum who graduated

from La Salle College in
1958, after she had read
about the library. She said,
it is the type of service
project her father wanted
to support. That spirit lives
on, as demonstrated by
ENACTUS. In the future,
I will be working with
ENACTUS to develop

Richard Mshomba

income-generating projects
for the library. Currently,
there is one such project
in operation – a fish farm.
Thank
you,
again,
ENACTUS. May God bless
you in your endeavors.
Sincerely,
Richard Mshomba

Follow the Collegian on Socia Media!
@TheLSUCollegian
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Making
your Mark
What is something that
can always cheer you up?
Mark Bisicchia
Editor
It’s OK if you’re stressed. The approaching end to the semester brings with it countless
sleepless nights and a whole lot of stress. Stress is unhealthy, as plenty of health studies have
pointed out in recent years. It’s important to remember to take some time out and relax every
now and then. I asked some La Salle students what they do whenever life enters ‘hard mode.’
bisicchiam2@student.lasalle.edu

“A good old fashioned Golden Girls
marathon.”
Amanda Piazza ‘20
English

“Music and food.”
McKenzie Habel ‘21
Communication Sciences and Disorders,

“Watching Game Grumps and talking to
friends.”
Chris Conte ‘19
Digital Art
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Campus Movie Fest
returns for its 10th year
Julie Wood
Editor
Campus Movie Fest
(CMF) returned to La
Salle for its 10th year on
March 20 and with it came
a strenuous time frame of
filming and editing a movie
within a week. Students
assembled
into
teams,
setting aside time in their
busy schedules to compete
in the week-long challenge.
CMF is the world’s
largest student film festival
with numerous colleges and
universities
participating
throughout the nation. Each
year, CMF provides students
camera and audio equipment
to create their own movies
on any topic of their
choice, utilizing complete
artistic freedom within the
organization’s regulations
for competing films. If a
group’s movie wins on their
campus, they are eligible
to attend CMF Terminus, a
weekend-long event where
the best films in the country
are screened and eligible
to receive national honors.
With judging completed
for the competing movies on
La Salle’s campus, students
reflect and anxiously await
the day of the CMF Premiere
to see if their films will be
shown. Elyssa Loughlin,
a junior communication
major, has participated in
CMF in the past and looks
forward to attending again
this year. “Even though the
week can be really stressful,
I look forward to it every
year,” Loughlin shared. “I
think it’s great that we have
such a unique opportunity to
showcase our creative talents
and I’m really grateful that
CMF provides us a platform
with which to do that.”
While some students have
competed every year since
their arrival at La Salle,
others are participating
for the first time in their
college career. Zoe Shay, a
freshman Communication
major, shared her experience
with learning about CMF for
the first time. “CMF was

@lasallecommunication via Instagram

Students attended the informational meeting on the rules of
the competition.

something I was first told
about when I toured here
actually,” Shay explained.
“I participated in a few
competitions similar to
CMF at a high school level
and it was something I
was looking to do again.”
CMF offers opportunities
for students to make creative
movies that are unique to
each student’s interests, but
actually executing this plan
in a week is a challenging
task.
Isaiah Clark, a
sophomore Communication
major, is also participating
in the competition for the
first time this year. With
classes
and
activities
taking up the majority of a
student’s schedule, finding
time to film and edit while
collaborating with a group
can make the week hectic.
“It was a bit challenging to
get everything done within
the time limit and get it
turned in on time, but it’s a
pretty cool activity,” shared
Clark. “I would recommend
people try it at least once.”
Other students also faced
this difficulty of trying
to complete their movies
within the time frame. “This
year was definitely a little
bit tougher than previous
years, but luckily it all came
together,” said Loughlin.
Despite the stress, the
moviemaking process is
still an enjoyable experience
for students. “I think that
the week-long process is
stressful no matter who you

are,” Loughlin continued.
“But CMF provides great
resources and guidance that
help you to come out on the
other side feeling proud of
what you’ve accomplished.”
Shay shared a similar
experience to her time
preparing for the competition
with her sorority Phi Mu.
“Filming was a lot of fun,
but editing was a bit more
stressful,” Shay said. “It
took a lot of time, and there
were definitely moments
that I didn’t think it was
going to be good or that I
wasn’t going to get it done.”
An aspect of CMF that
appeals to students is its
openness to all majors in
participating.
No prior
experience
is
required
for students to partake in
this competition, allowing
students of all majors and
interests to work together
and gain new skills.
“I
thought it was cool that they
supplied you with equipment
and editing software too.
CMF is such a cool thing
to have on campus.
I
love how anyone can be
involved too. I definitely
plan on doing it again!”
The CMF Premiere will
be held at the TruMark
Financial Center with a
reception at 6:30 p.m.
and the show starting at
7:30 p.m.
Admission
to the event is free.
woodj11@student.lasalle.edu
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‘Super Smash Bros.’ for a cause
Jake Eiseman
Staff
On Thursday, March 28,
a tournament for the popular
fighting-party game “Super
Smash Brothers Ultimate”
was held in the Olney Hall
lobby. The tournament was
conducted by the gaming
club and sponsored by the
Autodidact group. Five dollars
was collected from each
entrant, and the money that
did not go toward the cash
prize went to the Autodidact
group’s efforts to educate
Haitian children in the ways of
programing and web design.
The group is working on an
app and website, which they
will use to help teach children
in Haiti as a part of one of the
L.I.V.E (Lasallian Immersion
and Volunteer Experience)
service trip offered by La
Salle. A representative from
the group, Shalin Singh, said
that their number one goal is
to, “bring tech education to
Haiti to offer the students there

a chance at a college education,
and a career, in technology and
software development.” The
tournament was a success and
the turnout was larger than the
one held last semester.
“Super Smash Bros.” is a
fan favorite of many because
it is a crossover of some of
the most well known video
game franchises of all time,
including,
“Pokémon,”
“Mario” and “The Legend
of Zelda.” The most recent
iteration, which released
in December, has over 70
characters to choose from
and has become very popular
on campus this semester.
The objective of the game
is to knock your opponent
off the side of the stage and
ultimately off the screen, all
while performing series of
flashy combos and timed
attacks. The 33 entrants fought
it out in a three-and-a-half
hour tournament for a cash
prize. The contestants played
through a double elimination
gauntlet of impressive players

coming down to the grand
finals, where C.J. Petetti was
able to take the win over Will
Taylor, and take the first place
prize. All of the contestants,
spectators and tournament staff
made for a lively atmosphere
where every person could
connect through the digital
medium. Multiple events were
held that weekend for “Smash
Bros.” including a booth set
up at the Late Night La Salle
event ‘Comic Fest After
Dark”, as well as the weekly
Smash event held at Treetops
After Dark on Fridays and
Saturdays.
There are many people
on campus who have a love
for “Smash Bros.,” and they
are encouraged to make their
way out to events like these,
especially when they have a
good cause associated with
them. Successful competitions
like these can continue to
happen with support from La
Salle students and the money
raised from them can benefit
groups like Autodidact, who

An overhead shot of the “Smash Bros.” tournament.

are trying to help fellow
Lasallians
succeed,
or
Epsilon Sigma Alpha, who
raised money for Saint Jude
last semester with a Smash
Tournament. If you missed
the tournament or events,
look out for upcoming Smash

events sponsored by La Salle
groups. If you are interested in
some of the groups discussed
in the article, their contact
information will be listed
below:
Autodidact: Dan GomezGomezd4@student.lasalle.

Jake Eiseman

edu
Gaming
Club:
Scott
Schroeder- Schroeders1@
student.lasalle.edu
Smash @ Treetops: MeEisemanj1@student.lasalle.
edu.
eisemanj1@student.lasalle.edu.

Best “Game of Thrones”
episodes so far...
“Second Sons”

Season 3, Episode 8

“Cripples, Bastards and Broken Things”
Season 1, Episode 4

Starkid will be sticking with the horror-comedy angle for their new musical.

YouTube

Starkid announces new
musical: ‘Black Friday’
Brianna Nardo
Editor
On Tuesday, April 2, the
theater group Team Starkid
dropped a trailer for their new
musical that will be released
later this year. Starkid first
gained popularity as a group of
college students at University
of Michagan when they posted
their Harry Potter parody, “A
Very Potter Musical.”
Starkid is also where
Emmy-award winning actor
Darrren Criss got his start
before making his way onto
“Glee,” and has still remained
close with his Starkid friends.
He even continues to make
some apperances in some
small projects
The song “We Got Work
To Do/I Don’t Really Want
To Do The Work Today” from
“Firebringer” grew to meme
status after garnering a ton of
attention on Vine.
“Black Friday” is the
new horror-comedy musical
that is set to take place in
Hatchetfeild. This is the same

fictional town that their most
recent musical, “The Guy
Who Didn’t Like Musicals”
took place in. “The Guy Who
Didn’t Like Musicals” was
Starkid’s triumphant return to
YouTube after their two year
haitus after “Firebringer.”
It appears this musical
will stick with the Starkid
tradition of dropping their
musical during the holiday
season which is usually
the Thanksgiving through
New Years time frame. The
description of the trailer reads,
“This holiday season, the
creators of ‘The Guy Who
Didn’t Like Musicals’ invite
you back to the tiny town of
Hatchetfield for a new musical
nightmare...
‘Black
Friday’
will
premiere later this year. More
info coming soon...”
The trailer reveals that the
plot will surrond the ‘hot new
toy,’ a Tickle-Me-Wiggly. The
trailer consists of the people
of the town of Hatchefeild
attempting to beat each other

for the chance to buy the toy,
which is selling for $49.95,
while the toy gives a playful,
yet sinister voiceover. “The
shoppy-shop people will come
one and all, and like shoppyshop sheeple, they will hurt
and maul.”
The official cast for the
new musical has not been
released, however, in the
trailer we can see reoccuring
Starkid favorites such as Jaime
Lyn Beatty, Jeff Blim, Joey
Richeter, Corey Dorris and
new-comers Maraih Rose
Faith and Jon Matteson, who
both made their Starkid debut
in, “The Guy Who Didn’t Like
Musicals.” We can also expect
the return of the Lang brothers
(Nick and Matter) to handle
behind the scenes work
This
marks
“Team
Starkid’s” 10th anniversary,
so the group is planning on
revealing more information
about
their
potential
celebration as the week goes
on.
nardob1@student.lasalle.edu

“The Dragon and the Wolf”
Season 7, Episode 7

“Book of the Stranger”
Season 6, Episode 4

“Battle of the Bastards”
Season 6, Episode 9

“Winds of Winter”

Season 6, Episode 10

“Baelor”

Season 1, Episode 9

“Blackwater”

Season 2, Episode 9

“The Rain of Castamere”
Season 3, Episode 9

“Mother’s Mercy”

Season 5, Episode 10
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WWE responds to ‘Last Week Tonight’

GiveMeSport

John Oliver on “Last Week Tonight” discusses WWE.

Peter Elliott
Editor
On Sunday, April 7, World
Wrestling
Entertainment
(WWE) will host the
biggest wrestling event
of the year, WrestleMania
35, at MetLife Stadium in
New Jersey. WrestleMania
35 will be the first ever
WrestleMania
where
the main event will be a
women’s match.
The main event of
WrestleMania 35 will be
a three-way championship
match
between
RAW
Women’s Champion and

former UFC fighter Ronda
Rousey,
SmackDown
Women’s Champion Charlotte
Flair, daughter of professional
wrestler Ric Flair, and wrestler
Becky Lynch, who won the
women’s Royal Rumble
match in January.
Other
big
events
include
the
Universal
Championship, which will
pit the Universal Champion
and former UFC fighter
Brock
Lesnar
against
former WWE champion
Seth Rollins, and the WWE
World
Championship,
which will see current

WWE World Champion
Daniel Bryan against Kofi
Kingston.
While millions may
watch WrestleMania 35
through pay-per-view or the
WWE streaming service, the
WWE Network, a late-night
TV host recently called out
the WWE, and CEO Vince
McMahon in particular,
for their questionable work
practices against current and
former WWE employees.
On
Sunday,
March
31, the talk show “Last
Week Tonight”, hosted by
John Oliver, posted their
segment covering the WWE
onto YouTube. The video
currently has over 5 million
views and over 140,000
likes.
The segment begins with
Oliver talking about how he
enjoys watching the WWE
for how it has “delivered
numerous,
ludicrous
and generally incredible
moments” for WWE fans
like himself. However,
Oliver then begins to delve
into some of the problems
of the WWE, such as how
many wrestlers die before
they reach the age of 60 or
how the WWE has bought
competitors to become a
monopoly in the wrestling
entertainment industry.
“Throughout
the

eighties
and
nineties,
Vince McMahon gradually
eliminated or absorbed his
competitors and now one
giant company basically
holds a monopoly on the
industry, and it’s impossible
to overstate just how
involved Vince is,” Oliver
said. “He’s not just CEO,
he oversees storylines,
scripts, everything. He even
plays a fictionalized version
of himself as the show’s
overarching villain.”
Oliver also points out
how WWE wrestlers are
not considered employees
of the company, but rather
independent
contractors.
This distinction allows for
the WWE to avoid giving
WWE superstars employee
benefits, such as healthcare.
“An
independent
contractor
is
someone
that you might hire for a
specific limited task like a
plumber or an accountant.
Wrestlers aren’t either
of
those
things…as
independent
contractors,
wrestlers
are
exempt
from most discrimination
and occupational safety
laws,” Oliver said. “They
also don’t get paid annual
leave pensions or health
insurance… when you
look at the Department of
Labor and the IRS’s specific

criteria for independent
contractors, it’s a complete
joke to think that they apply
to Vince’s wrestlers.”
Oliver featured the stories
of former wrestlers such as
CM Punk, Brett Hart and
the late wrestler “Rowdy”
Roddy Piper to highlight
their struggles with working
within the WWE.
“Wrestling
has
a
tremendous entrance plan.
You come in as ‘Boy here
you are, and you rock and
roll, and everything is won,’
but it’s got no exit plan,”
Piper said. “What would
you have me do at 49, when
my pension plan I can’t take
out until I’m 65? I’m not
gonna make 65.”
“Rowdy” Roddy Piper
passed away in 2015 at the
age of 61.
Oliver also went into
detail about some of the
medical services wrestlers
receive under the WWE’s
Talent Wellness Program,
which can’t replace the need
for wrestlers to get health
insurance.
“Some of the other steps
they’ve taken under their
Talent Wellness Program
are a little underwhelming,
like the fact that they
now have annual physical
examinations,” Oliver said.
“That’s just nothing. I have

to take one of those every
year to host this show and
I’ve never once exploded
through this table.”
While
the
company
says it pays for addiction
treatment
for
former
wrestlers, that really doesn’t
address the underlying
issues that get them hooked
on pain medication in the
first place,” he said.
On Monday, April 1, the
WWE released a statement
to numerous news outlets in
response to the segment on
“Last Week Tonight.”
“John Oliver is clearly
a clever and humorous
entertainer, however the
subject matter covered
in his WWE segment is
no laughing matter,” the
statement read. “Prior to
airing, WWE responded
to his producers refuting
every point in his onesided presentation. John
Oliver
simply
ignored
the facts. The health and
wellness of our performers
is the single most important
aspect of our business, and
we have a comprehensive,
longstanding
Talent
Wellness program. We
invite John Oliver to attend
WrestleMania this Sunday
to learn more about our
company.”
elliottp2@student.lasalle.edu

How ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ highlighted the importance
of consent: a review of ‘Silent All These Years’
Rissa DelPuerto
Staff
If you’re an avid “Grey’s
Anatomy” fan, then you know
that Thursday is known as
“Grey’s Day.” Each week
since season fifteen began,
the hit medical drama has also
provided its’ viewers with
excellent episodes centering
around characters, other than
the titular character Meredith
Grey (played by Ellen
Pompeo). Last Thursday’s
episode centered around
Dr. Josephine “Jo” Karev
(formerly Wilson, played by
Camilla Luddington). If you’ve
followed “Grey’s Anatomy”
since the very beginning, then
you know that Karev has not
exactly had the best life. From
being abandoned as an infant
to living in her car and facing
an abusive ex-husband, she
hasn’t had it easy. In the past
few episodes of season fifteen,
the audience is made aware
that Karev is researching her
background, who she is, where
she came from and evidently
who her birth parents were,
which we found out in the last
episode.
In Thursday’s episode,
Karev travels to Pittsburgh, PA
to confront her birth mother
Vicki (played by Michelle
Forbes) on why she was left on
the steps of a firehouse. Prior
to her arrival, Karev believed

that there was a valid reason as
to why her mother abandoned
her. As she finds out, the reason
was darker than she expected.
The episode, “Silent All
These Years,” premiered with
a trigger warning explaining
that the episode dealt with
a sensitive topic. The entire
episode centered on sexual
assault and the importance
of consent. It focused around
three story lines. The first one
invovled Karev and her birth
mother, the second involved
a flashback with Karev and a
patient named Abby Redding
(played by Khalilah Joi).
And the third involved Dr.
Miranda Bailey (played by
Chandra Wilson), her husband
Ben Warren (played by Jason
George), and their son Tuck
(played by BJ Tanner). Each
storyline played an important
role in showing how impactful
sexual assault can be. With
Karev and birth mother, the
idea of rape and the trauma
that happens after is shown.
Karev evidently finds out
that she is a product of rape.
This causes a psychological
shift in Karev. Viewers see
her take this back to GreySloan, when she meets Abby.
Abby’s story line focuses
on the sexual assault victim,
the trauma they face, and the
procedures they endure (like
a rape kit). These scenes were
raw and emotional to watch as
viewers, but made us aware

of the trauma one faces when
they are sexually assaulted.
As the episode continues,
the audience sees that Karev
becomes the support that
Redding needs to proceed with
the rape kit, to get the surgery,
and to courageously relay her
story to her husband and to the
authorities. Karev becomes
the support to Redding that
she wishes her mother had
when she went through her
own trauma. This is once
again shown when she gathers
the women of Grey-Sloan
Memorial Hospital to form a
guard-line on either sides of
the hallway as a way to show
their solidarity to Redding.
The episode then continues
onto the teenage son of Dr.
Miranda Bailey and Ben
Warren, Tuck Jones. Avid
“Grey’s” fans are aware that
Jones is now grown up. That
little baby that Bailey gave
birth to in season two is now
a teenager and finding love.
The episode first begins with
Bailey and Warren witnessing
Jones putting his arm around a
girl. This makes them realize
that their son is growing up
and is beginning to date. As
the episode continues, Bailey
and Warren realize they
need to teach Jones about
sex and consent, which is
what their story brings to the
episode. At the end, we see
that Warren is the one to give
Jones the talk, both about

The women of the hospital supported a victim of sexual assault.

sex and the importance of
consent. Having these types
of talks with children (as a
parent) is awkward and can be
uncomfortable, but absolutely
necessary. It’s important for
children to understand that
there needs to be consent given
before anything else takes
place, or as Warren puts it “If
she says ‘stop’ or stops having
fun, you just plain stop. Time
out. Game over.”
This episode was raw
and emotional. It was truly
a monumental moment in
“Grey’s” history to create a
storyline on sexual assault
and to authentically tell the
tales of those affected by it.
The episode was inspired,

in part, by Christine Blasey
Ford’s testimony in the Brett
Kavanaugh Supreme Court
hearings. Before the episode
was filmed, “Grey’s Anatomy”
creator Shonda Rhimes had to
fight the producers of ABC
to keep the script as it was,
despite the graphic scenes.
According to showrunner
Krista Vernoff, “they give
these standard notes: ‘don’t be
too gory,’ ‘don’t be too explicit
in your language,’ ‘no side
boob.’ But the ones we got on
this script included, ‘Please
don’t show any fluid on the
Q-tips’ and ‘Please don’t show
any body fluids under the blue
lights,” Respectfully, Rhimes
declined these notes and

Entertainment Weekly

created the episode exactly to
how it was written, which
evidently played well in their
favor as countless fans and
viewers commented on the
excellence of the episode.
As the season continues,
viewers will continue to
see how this new revelation
will affect Karev and her
relationship with her current
husband, Alex Karev (played
by Justin Chambers). Could
this be a sign of her spiraling?
Will we ever see her birth
mother again? Well, just stay
tuned every Thursday at 8 p.m.
on ABC.
delpuertor1@student.lasalle.edu
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Cheat Codes for Life Wish List

Too often, I find myself stumbling through my day, lost and without direction. What happens if I’m late
for class? What happens if I procrastinated too long to do an assignment? How am I going to listen to my
new podcast? Sometimes I wish I could just punch in some cheat codes to make life easier. Here are some
ideas I had:
Flight
Alright now, I had to get this one out of the way. Who doesn’t wish they could
fly from their dorm to class or vice versa? It may attract some attention at
first, but that’s ok! The attention would be a great opportunity to launch that
social media influencer career you always wanted!
Stopping Time
Imagine the amount of time you could have if you had the ability to stop
it. It’d be so easy to stop time the night before a paper is due and take your
time, take a nap, write a manifesto, take another nap, write a sequel to your
manifesto and still have plenty of time to finish your paper!
Airpods
I think people forget how frickin neato-burrito technology is. Right now,
there are things in this world, that are the size of a peanut M&M, that when
you put them in your ears can play anything you can imagine. Also they are
wireless. How does bluetooth even work you guys?! Airpods are the biggest
cheat code for life I swear.

kicks
“Hey Mike! Great kicks this week!... Lol April
Foolz” - Mark Bisicchia, 2019

Celebrity Birthday
Today, on April 4 in 1991,
Jamie Lynn Spears was born. I
know that I’m not alone when I
say that Jamie Lynn Spears was
a childhood hero of mine. Her
career making role in “Zoey
101” broke our hearts and
mended them again through
a tragic love story involving a
big curly haired boy, a popular
girl and their quirky group of
friends... Also, Victoria Justice was... there.

Bogus Bulletins
Dear kickies,
As you were probably aware, this past week was
April Fools Day. I always forget how annoying it
can be to be mislead by headlines and articles trying
to decipher what’s real and what’s not. On second
thought, I guess I have to do that even when it isn’t
April 1st...
I realize my hypocrisy, as a week ago we put out the
2019 issue of the Foolegian... but at least we were
funny, right? But genuinely, thank you for all of the
wonderful support. The response to the Foolegian
was awesome and it was really fun to make! Be sure
to find a copy if you didn’t snag one yet. Remember
to drink water and call your parents!
Sincerely,

Michael “Rubberband Sink Hose“ Poggioli

Sudoku
Here are some haikus to put you in a sudoku mood!
Time for Sudoku!
Full of fun and joy I hope!
I have a headache
Life is like a box
of chocolates. Sudoku
has much less sugar.
Also, be sure to find the coveted Hidden Brian
Gelbach somewhere on this page:

Comics!
In celebration of April Fools this week, here is a neat little comic from Scribbly G.
Some stories benefit from minimal dialogue. This comic, is one of those stories. There
are only two speech bubbles in the entire comic, and only one of them has words in it.
The simplicity of the comic speaks volumes to the quality of its sophisticated humor
and timeless message: Prank your friends, but not too hard. Amen.

Have an Idea? Email it!

Get into Kicks!
Email ideas, pictures and comics to my student
email: poggiolim1@student.lasalle.edu, and I will
get it published in kicks! I have received multiple
submissions so far and love them. Keep up the
good work everybody and keep sending me
things!

April 4, 2019
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Hello there, reader! How has your week been going? Is it everything you hope? My week has been interesting. I
won’t get into the details, but let’s just say a certain editor of kicks has been acting strange lately. He’s thinking that I’m the
strange one, but when I’m in a tree, it’s against my nature to not make bird noises. Well, it’s just rude at this point.

Doppelgängers:
Me, myself, and I... Or is it?
I’ve been thinking about doppelgängers. I saw the
movie “Us,” which was terrifying. I highly recommend it,
but it got me thinking about the folklore of doppelgängers
in general. I decided to take to the internet to learn more
about doppelgängers. And where is the first source you turn
to when trying to learn about something for the hell of it?
Wikipedia.

Source: atlasobscura.com

The word doppelganger originated in Germany. Literally translating to double (Doppel) walker or goer
(Gänger). The term is often used in the sense of the paranormal and uncanny. Doppelgänger often refers
to evil twin or “twin stranger.” There is quite a bit of mythology that goes with the term. One might think
that because the term doppelgänger comes from the German language it is 100 percent German in folklore,
but that is not the case. Just because Europe colonized the world and took credit for everything ancient
civilizations did doesn’t mean that European cultures created the mythology. In Egyptian mythology, the
doppelgänger is a ka, meaning spirit double. A “ka” has the same memories and feelings as the person to
whom the counterpart belongs. In an Egyptian myth, a “ka” of Helen of Troy was meant to mislead Paris of
Troy, which stopped the Trojan War. In many Native American creation myths, there are stories of dualistic
twins. Hopi legends refer to the twins who were called the Child of the Sun and the Child of the Water. They
also refer to the duality of the Upper World and Underworld.
I am terrified of meeting my doppelgänger now. How
will I react? How will they react? What will happen? I don’t
really want to find out, but I also really want to know. What
if my doppelgänger and I become best friends? Also what if
my doppelgänger kills me? The second one is probably what
will happen. Even as I was looking into doppelgängers other
things began to pop up for me to research. Changelings were
amoung these things.
Source: meettheslavs.com

Source: mindful.org

A changeling is a creature found in European folklore
that is believed to be a fairy child that has taken the place of
a real person, this was the explanation for strange behavior. I
now know basically everything there is to know about these
types of creatures, so if anyone starts to act different for no
reason, I’ll know why. Don’t mess with me supernatural
creatures.
Seriously, please don’t mess with me. My anxious soul
could not take that stress. As much as I would like to think I
could be the hero in a fantasy adventure story, I cannot. I am
merely a small broke college student with no money. Please
spare me.
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This week in
La Salle sports
Men’s & women’s tennis
at Villanova
April 4, 1:30 p.m.

Lacrosse
at St. Bonaventure
April 5, 2 p.m.
Baseball
vs VCU
April 5-7
Softball
at UMass
April 7, all day
Women’s water polo
vs VMI
April 6, 12 p.m.
Women’s water polo
vs Marist
April 6, 4:30 p.m.
Lacrosse
vs Richmond
April 7, 11 a.m.
Women’s water polo
vs Iona
April 7, 3 p.m.
Men’s golf
at Wildcat Invitational
April 8-9, all day
Women’s tennis
at Rider
April 9, 3 p.m.
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Lax picks up second A-10 win
Dana Pecora
Staff
The lacrosse team hit
McCarthy Stadium this
weekend to continue their
conference play. The Blue and
Gold dropped their first game
on Friday to Davidson, 12-3.
However, the team bounced
back on Sunday during their
Alumni Appreciation Day
and secured a 12-6 victory
over VCU.
On Friday, the game began
with a Davidson domination
as they shutout La Salle for
the whole first half of play.
The Wildcats took the 3-0
lead in the first 10 minutes
of play, followed by another
three goals the next 10
minutes, and finally three
more goals recorded in the
last 10 minutes to close out
the first half.
The second half looked
similar as Davidson opened
up with another three goals,
all unassisted.
The Blue and Gold finally
responded in the final few
minutes of play by finding
the back of the net three
times. Senior Isabel Caddick
tallied the first goal for the
Explorers while sophomores
Bridget Ruskey and Allison
Hunter added one a piece to

the efforts.
The three goal run would
not be enough as La Salle fell
to Davidson, 12-3.
Ruskey led the Explorers
with a goal and an assist
along with finishing second in
ground balls with four, as well
as three caused turnovers.
In the back of the field
was sophomore goalkeeper
Molly Loughlin who helped
the defensive effort with a
season-high eight ground
balls. She also recorded 10
saves on 22 shots.
La Salle was able to redeem
themselves against A-10
rival VCU on Sunday with
help from Hunter, who led
the team in points with four
goals and an assist. The game
not only added a win to their
now 2-2 conference record,
but it also marked their 2019
Alumni Appreciation Day as
well.
To start off the rainy-day
game, VCU and La Salle
both traded goals, with La
Salle’s coming from Hunter.
The Blue and Gold added
two more to the scoreboard,
one coming from sophomore
Maddie Dachowski and the
other coming from classmate
Annina Iacobucci, giving La
Salle the 4-1 lead.
VCU
attempted
a

comeback by adding two
more goals in the half, but
the sophomore class would
not back down as Mikki
Raymond found the back of
the net to restore the 5-3 lead.
The
back-and-forth
competition continued in the
second half as both teams
netted two goals a piece while
La Salle still kept the 7-5
advantage.
With just under 11 minutes
to play, VCU cut the deficit,
making the battle a one-goal
game. However, the Explorers
responded in dominating
fashion by scoring five
unanswered goals to seal the
12-6 victory.
Loughlin paced the defense
with a team-high of seven
ground balls, along with
securing 13 saves on 19 shots
in the net. This marked a

season-high save percentage
of 68.4.
Once again, the sophomore
class proved to be an
unstoppable force as Hunter
led the class with four goals
on four shots. Following
behind Hunter was Iacobucci
with three goals and one
assist,
Dachowski
with
two goals, and Ruskey and
Raymond both with one goal
and one assist.
Th Explorers outshot the
Rams 32-32 to help mark
their fourth win against VCU
in program history while also
keeping their undefeated
streak over the Rams alive.
La Salle will travel to New
York on Friday in hopes of
continuing their conference
win streak against St.
Bonaventure.

with five seconds left with
Virginia at the free throw
line shooting just two. Ty
Jerome made the first then
intentionally missed the
second attempt. Virginia’s
Mamadi Diakite came down
with the board and put it
back up to tie the game at 70
as the buzzer sounded.
With the momentum on
their side, Virginia won the
game 80-75 to win the South
region of the bracket. This
was despite Purdue’s Carsen
Edwards posting 42 points
for the second time in the
tournament.
On the lower half of
that side of the bracket,
Auburn ran through the top
three winningest programs
in history. Prior to last
weekend, Auburn defeated
#4 Kansas to face #1 North
Carolina.
In the first half, the teams
traded blows, never allowing
either team to gain more than
a five-point lead.
The Tigers opened the
second half with a 19-9 run
and maintained that lead to
winning 97-80. Six Tiger
players had 10+ points
including three off the bench.
Auburn met up with #2
Kentucky in the Elite Eight,
Kentucky came off a win
over #3 Houston, where
they survived a late Houston
comeback attempt by scoring
the last seven points of the
game, 62-58.
Kentucky swept the two
regular-season series, the

Wildcats looked to repeat
that gaining an early 22-11
lead. The Tigers clawed their
way back to a 35-30 deficit
at halftime.
The Wildcats and Tigers
traded leads in the second
half until pushing for extra
time.
Auburn scored ten of the
first 12 points in overtime
maintaining the lead for a
77-71 win.
In the West region, #1
Gonzaga and #3 Texas
Tech
dominated
their
Sweet Sixteen opponents
of #4 Florida State and #2
Michigan by more than 14
points each.
The Bulldogs and Raiders
met in a tense one as each
team match the other shot for
shot throughout the first half
including 15 lead changes
and on nine occasions tied.
Gonzaga held the 37-35
lead going into the break as
Brandon Clarke scored with
just 15 seconds left.
The Raiders notched
ahead by a slim six-point
margin with 1:50 left in the
second half and sealed the
game by making all six free
throw attempts they had in
the final 20 seconds of the
game.
The East region featured
the most anticipated team
of the tournament, #1 Duke
met #4 Virginia Tech in the
Sweet Sixteen. The Hokies
held a 38-34 lead at halftime.
However, the Blue Devils
roared back with 37 of their

41 second-half points came
from the power freshman
trio of Zion Williamson, RJ
Barrett and Tre Jones. This
gave them a 75-73 win after
Virginia Tech missed three
shot in final ten seconds.
Their opponent for the
Elite Eight Game was decided
between #2 Michigan State
and #3 Louisiana State.
The Spartans massacred the
Tigers, 80-63.
The Spartans and Blue
Devils fought for the final
‘Final Four’ spot. The
battle was a tight one all the
way through with 18 lead
changes.
With
34
seconds
remaining, Michigan State’s
Kenny Goins hit a three to
conquer the lead, 68-66.
Duke looked at Barrett to
respond, however, he missed
a three-point attempt. Then
following the offensive
rebound, drew a foul to take
him to the line for two with
five seconds left. Barrett
folded under pressure as he
missed the first free throw
and failed at his attempt to
miss the second, allowing
the Spartans to win 68-67.
These
Final
Four
teams will all meet up in
Minneapolis, Minnesota as
Virginia fights Auburn right
before Michigan State faces
Texas Tech. Both games
are scheduled for Saturday,
April 6 at 6 p.m. and 8:30
p.m. respectively.
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The lacrosse team triumphed over VCU on Sunday.

pecorad1@student.lasalle.edu

Final Four teams are set
Steven Silvestro
Editor
As the second weekend
of March Madness came to
a close, the Final Four was
made up: #1 Virginia will
face #5 Auburn on Friday,
April 6 at 6 p.m. followed up
by #2 Michigan State against
#3 Texas Tech at 8:30 p.m..
The first Sweet Sixteen
game started with Virginia
outlasting #12 Oregon in
a defensive battle. Four
Cavaliers finished in double
figures to give them a 53-49
win.
Virginia waited for the #3
Purdue versus #2 Tennessee
to learn their Elite Eight
opponent. The Volunteers
chipped away a 12-point
deficit eventually tying it at
80 with 38 seconds left.
A Grant Williams dunk
gave the Volunteers the lead
with just ten seconds left.
In the final seconds, the
Boilermakers responded at
the line evening it up at 82 to
end regulation.
The Boilermakers heated
up to start overtime with a
13-5 run and held on for the
99-94 win.
The
Cavaliers
and
Boilermakers faced off in a
thrilling Elite Eight matchup. Both teams’ offenses
were on top form. Purdue
shot 49 percent from the
field, while Virginia shot 41
percent.
Purdue looked in control,
holding a three-point lead

silvestros1@student.lasalle.edu
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Baseball drops another Alatnic 10 series
Cali Arenson
Staff
The Explorers let another
series slip away and this
time it was against St.
Bonaventure.
In the first game of the
three-game series, La Salle
got blown out 14-5.
The Explorers got on the
board first and scored three
runs in the fourth.
Freshman Nick O’Day
got things started with a
single and sophomore Jack
Cucinotta followed right
behind with a single.
With one out and two on
senior Peyton Sorrels hit
a fly ball to left field, but
the left fielder dropped it
which allowed O’Day and
Cucinotta to cross home
plate.
Sorrels came around to
score the next run of the
game thanks to a double by
sophomore Tommy Toal.
Freshman Aidan Frye
was on the mound and was
cruising along until the fifth
inning when St. Bonaventure
scored a run off an error.
St. Bonaventure would
score two more runs in the
fifth to tie the game at three.
La Salle got back on top in
the seventh thanks to a tworun single by O’Day which
allowed senior Ben Faso and
freshman Tatem Levins to
score.
The Explorers lost their
momentum in the next two
innings and gave away the

game as St. Bonaventure
scored seven runs in the
seventh and another four
runs in the eighth. Game two
was close, but the Explorers
couldn’t get the job done.
St. Bonaventure got on the
board first and scored a run
in the first and third inning.
The Bonnies stayed on
top until the sixth inning,
but things quickly changed
after double to the left-center
by O’Day allowed Faso and
Guckin to score.
St. Bonaventure held the
Explorers from scoring any
more runs and took a 3-2
lead in the eighth and held
on to win the game.
La Salle gained back their
momentum in game three.
The Explorers got on the
board in the third inning due
to a wild pitch which allowed
Sorrels to score.
St. Bonaventure didn’t
waste any time, and in the
bottom of the inning, they
scored three runs to take the
lead.
Both teams remained
silent in the fourth, but in the
fifth La Salle took the lead.
By the bottom of the ninth,
St. Bonaventure tied the
game at five, to bring on the
extra innings.
Both teams were unable
to score in the tenth, but the
Explorers came through in
the eleventh with five runs.
Freshman Ross Mulhall
came through big time with
a double which allowed Toal
to score the go-ahead run.

The
Explorers
were
looking for some breathing
room and freshman Nick Di
Vietro did just that and came
through with a grand slam
which was his first collegiate
home run.
Di Vietro gave the
Explorers a 10-5 lead and
helped them pull off the win.
The Explorers kept up
their momentum against
Lehigh.
La Salle fell behind early
on but bounced back made
up for it in the third, fourth
and fifth innings.
The action entirely started
in the fourth inning after the
rookie, Levins came up to
the plate and hit a bomb to
right field.
Shortly after that blast,
Matt Rivera came through
with an RBI double to tie the

ripped a solo shot to make
it a one run game, but that
would be all she wrote in a
very entertaining game.
Next was Saturday double
header against the Bonnies
of Saint Bonaventure.
Game one started with
a pitching duel featuring
sophomore
Morgan
Orlowski throwing a gem.
The Bonnies broke the
shutout first, scoring one in
the fifth inning.
The Explorers quickly
came back with a three run
inning, led by the freshman
Kaylee Piven picking up
her first career hit on an
RBI single up the middle.
Then with two on,
junior Emily Conaway
brought them home to give
the Explorers the lead.
Orlowski lost control in
the final frame, as five runs
came across in the seventh
to take a late 6-3 lead.
La
Salle
tried
to
comeback, as Conaway
put two on the board with
a two run homerun, but the
comeback was too little too
late once again, ending the
game with a score of 6-5.
Game two started a half
hour later.
The runs began with
La Salle senior Emma

Schweigert sending a solo
shot over the fence in the
fourth, but the Bonnies
answered the following
inning by putting up four.
An RBI single by
Mendenhall cut the lead
to two in the sixth, but an
insurance run in the seventh
completed
the
second
win of the day for Saint
Bonaventure.
Lastly, on a rainy Sunday,
the Explorers looked to
avoid the sweep.
It looked bleak after the
Bonnies jumped out to a
2-0 lead in the first, but the
Explorers responded in the
home half.
Labouliere
and
Mendenhall drove in two
together to tie the game
early. Two innings later,
Schweigert hit a sacrifice
fly, followed by an RBI
single by Shupp down the
left field line.
The visitors tied the game
on a solo shot and an error
by the Explorers, then took
the lead in the top of the
seventh on a clutch single
that looked to end the game.
But, in the home half,
Joyce reached on an error.
With two outs, lead off
hitter Conaway dug into the
plate, where she made the

Explorers rebounded in a game against Lehigh.
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game at four.
Later in the inning, the
Explorers scored another
two runs to take a 6-4 lead.
In the fifth, Levins
continued his hot hitting and
sent a two-run homer to right
field to make it 8-4.
La Salle didn’t make any
noise in the sixth but scored
another six runs over the
seventh, eighth and ninth
innings.
It was the eighth inning
that got the Explorers
pumped as Levins hit his
third home run of the game,
this time a two-run homer.
La Salle closed out the
game and won ,14-6.
La Salle will look to
extend their winning streak
against VCU at home on
Friday, April 5th at 3 p.m..

Athlete of the
Week

Ibrahim Kedir
Men’s track

Emilee Desmond
Editor

Freshman
Ibrahim
Kedir represented Team
Canada at the IAAF
World Cross Country
Championships
in
Denmark
over
the
weekend.
Out of 106 runners
of the top U-20 runners
in the world, Kedir
finished 75th with a
time of 27:44 in the 8K
course. Canada placed
12th out of 16 countries.
This past season,
Kedir was honored
as
the
league’s
Outstanding
Rookie
Performance
award
after finishing in fourth

place at the Atlantic 10
Championship.
He qualified for the
Canadian
National
Team after competing at
the Canadian National
Championships
and
finishing in 4th place
out of 104 finishers.
He represented his
country at the NACAC
Championships
and
finished sixth out of 28
to help Canada win the
team title.
Kedir and the track
team will be in action
this weekend at the Sam
Howell Invitational in
Princeton, New Jersey.
desmonde1@student.lasalle.edu

arensonc1@student.lasalle.edu

Softball ends nine-game losing streak
with a walk-off blast
Tyler Small
Staff

The Explorers had four
games this past week,
which entailed a single
game against Big 5 rival
Villanova and a home
A-10 series against Saint
Bonaventure.
First,
the
Explorers
hosted Villanova.
To start the game,
Villanova scored one per
inning to lead 3-0 in the
third.
This was until freshman
Audrey LaBouliere brought
home two on an RBI single
to make it a one run game,
which quickly became two
with a solo shot for the
Wildcats in the fourth.
La Salle came right back,
plating four in the bottom of
the fourth.
The runs began with
sophomore Deanna Piniero
knocking in one on a single,
then being brought home
by freshman Cailey Joyce’s
double.
LaBouliere
then
contributed another 2 RBI
singles to give her a career
high 4 RBIs.
Nova responded with
three in the sixth, which put
them out of reach.
Junior Courtney Shupp

Conaway recorded 5 hits and 6 RBIs during the weekend.

Bonnies pay for giving her
an at bat due to the error.
She put the Saint
Bonaventure brooms back
in the closet by sending a
two run shot over the fence
to win the game for the
Explorers, 6-5.
The Explorers traveled
up to Lafayette in a double
header against the Leopards
on Wednesday, April 3.
In the first part of the
double header, La Salle
took an early 1-0 lead
off a solo home run from
Schweigert to lead off the
second inning. No other
followed her example as the
next hit for the Explorers
came in the fourth inning as

LaBouliere doubled.
Leopards tied the game
in the bottom half off two
errors allowing an unearned
run.
Joyce struggled in the
third inning when she
gave up two runs off only
one hit. A walk lead to the
Leopard’s second run on
a wild pitch later in the
inning.
Leopards sealed the
game in the fifth inning
with an RBI double from
Brooke Wensel scored one
followed up by stealing
home later in the inning.
Leopards took the first
game in commanding style
5-1.
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In the latter game,
Lafayette
kept
their
momentum
going
by
scoring in the first inning.
The Explorers fought
back in the third inning
when Conaway doubled
allowing Joyce to score.
The Leopards responded
right back from back-toback singles.
The game remained 2-1
in Lafayette’s favor until
the seventh inning when
Volger hit a dinger to center
field for two runs giving La
Salle the 3-2 advantage.
Orlowski sealed the
game with three strikeouts.
La Salle won the game 3-2.
smallt3@student.lasalle.edu
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Lacrosse
picks
up their second
conference win of
the season after
falling to Davidson.

pg.

After
dropping
three games in a
row, Softball finds
a win after a walk
off blast from
Conaway.

14

pg.
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Bill Bradshaw leaves his mark at La Salle

Athletic director speaks on his 40 year legacy in athletics
Helen Starrs
Editor
On Jan. 15, 2019, the
University announced that
Bill Bradshaw will step
down as Athletic Director
at the end of June, ending
a career in athletics that
spanned over 40 years.
Bradshaw was first a
student-athlete at La Salle,
having walked onto the
baseball team as a freshman.
He became a starter
and earned an athletic
scholarship his sophomore
year and was a captain his
senior year.
In his final season with
the Explorers, Bradshaw
was among the best players
in the country. He was the
second in the nation in
RBIs (35), fourth in stolen
bases (22) and held a .415
batting average which was
the ninth in the NCAA.
Following his graduation
in 1969, Bradshaw played
professional baseball before
becoming
an
assistant
baseball coach at Niagara
University and later became
head coach.
In his two years at
the helm of the Niagara
baseball team, Bradshaw
set the record for total wins
in the two-year span which
included a 29-win season in
1974.
From there, Bradshaw
moved
into
the
administrative
side
of
athletics, as he became
director of alumni at
Niagara.
In 1978, at the age of 30,
Bradshaw returned to La
Salle to serve as athletic
director at his alma mater
and found his passion in the
role.
“I found my career at 30
years old,” Bradshaw said
in an interview with La
Salle TV’s SportsLine. “I
tell people ‘keep plugging
away’. Don’t worry about
where you start out. Do
what you love to do and the
rest will take care of itself.”
As athletic director,
Bradshaw
was
crucial

in hiring Speedy Morris
to coach the women’s
basketball team in 1984.
Morris
coached
the
Explorers to a 43-17 record
over two years and led the
team to an appearance in
the NCAA tournament.
He then transitioned
over into coaching men’s
basketball for the Explorers
in 1986 where he led
the team to four NCAA
tournament appearances in
his 15 years and tallied a
238-202 record.
Morris also coached
Lionel Simmons, who won
the Naismith Player of the
Year Award as a senior
and was the first player
in NCAA history to score
more than 3,000 points
while pulling down 1,100
rebounds.
Bradshaw moved on
from La Salle in 1986,
and went on to become
athletic director at DePaul
University.
In his 16 years with the
University, he oversaw
13
NCAA tournament
appearances
between
the men and women’s
teams. In his last year at
DePaul, Bradshaw was also
president of the National
Association of Collegiate
Directors
of
Athletics
(NACDA).
In
2002,
Bradshaw
returned to Philadelphia
where he was athletic
director at Temple.
In his 11 years with the
program, he saw the Owls
to three consecutive FBS
football bowl games and
men’s basketball to six
straight NCAA Tournament
appearances and women’s
basketball to eight straight
NCAA
Tournament
appearances.
After three years away
from athletics, Bradshaw
once again returned to La
Salle in 2016 to serve as
interim athletic director. A
year later, he was asked to
stay at La Salle as athletic
director.
“Returning as athletic
director has been among
the most enjoyable three-

Bill Bradshaw will retire as Athletic Director in June. He will be inducted into the Big Five Hall of Fame.

plus years of my career,”
Bradshaw shared. “Being
able to come back where
it all began, where I was
a freshman walk-on, it’s a
dream come true to finish
my career at my alma
mater.”
In the last three years,
Bradshaw has helped La
Salle hire 13 head coaches,
most notably Mountain
MacGillivray
for
the
women’s basketball team
and Ashley Howard for the
men’s basketball team.
“It was an exciting time
because we were able to
draw some very talented,
experienced coaches both
for the women’s position
and the men’s,” Bradshaw
said of the nationwide
search for both coaches.
“We knew early on in
that search with the finalists
for each position that we
were going to be able to
hire a good coach for each
program. I feel very good as
I do about the 11 other head
coaches we have coming in
and it’s going to be fun for
me in retirement to support
them and come back and
watch them.”

MacGillivray
coached
at Quinnipiac University
and was instrumental in the
team’s run in six straight
NCAA tournaments.
Howard was an assistant
coach to Jay Wright at
Villanova where he helped
the Wildcats to two national
championships
in
five
years. Prior to that, he was
an assistant coach at La
Salle in 2004.
As athletic director at
La Salle, Bradshaw helped
the Explorers maintain
a student-athlete GPA of
3.12 while 21 of 25 athletic
teams had a team GPA
above 3.0.
“I think it’s a very high
priority,” Bradshaw said of
the achievement. “We’re
all educators. We think
we’re coaches, athletic
directors or administrators
but education is our career.
That’s what we do and we
couldn’t be more proud to
see our graduation rate be as
high as it is, to see our rate
of retention be 96 percent
for our student athletes and
to see the kind of careers
they’re involved with and
how important it is for them

to come back and give back
to La Salle. I only hope that
when I leave here and look
back on my career here, that
I’ve given back as much as
La Salle has given to me.”
One
of
Bradshaw’s
favorite memories of his
last three years at La Salle
was seeing the 1968-69
men’s basketball team be
inducted into the 2019 Hall
of Athletes.
The team, coached by
the legendary Tom Gola,
went 23-1 and were ranked
second in the nation the
final AP Top 25 poll of the
season.
The team was special to
Bradshaw as many of the
players on the team were
his classmates.
In fact, one of Bradshaw’s
favorite things about being
an athletic director is seeing
former
student-athletes
come back to La Salle.
“That’s what’s so special
for me coming back, to see
these young men and young
women come back and be
so grateful to the place that
helped them get to where
they are in their careers.”
Bradshaw himself has
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had numerous achievements
of his own. He is a member
of the La Salle Hall of
Athletes
(1995),
the
Niagara Falls Sports Hall of
Fame (2008), the NACDA
Hall of Fame (2014) and
was recently named to the
Greater Buffalo Sports Hall
of Fame in 2018.
He will be inducted
into the Big Five Hall of
Fame on April 15 this year
alongside La Salle and Big
Five legends Fran Dunphy
and Steve Smith.
Despite these accolades,
Bradshaw feels nothing but
gratitude for La Salle.
“I feel so fortunate in
choosing La Salle for how
my career here worked
out, the education and
the opportunities I had in
professional baseball. My
career at Niagara came
because of La Salle. So
my message to everyone
is thank you, thank you
to La Salle. Thanks for
continuing to be a great
university. Thanks for
having me back and thanks
for letting me leave with a
smile on my face.”
starrsh1@student.lasalle.edu

